BRODOM08

My Home. The key to easy automation.

Anticipating the future to make it accessible to everyone.
This has been BTicino’s philosophy since its inception, and has led it to prominence, within the Legrand group,
as a global leader in the electrical systems industry for low voltage installations. The history of BTicino spans over
a half century, providing aesthetically pleasing and functional daily living solutions through the evolution of
residential spaces. A story of an Italian company that has made its mark worldwide.

70’s

Automatic circuit-breaker
An important and essential safety innovation.

80’s

Miniaturization
Electronics reduces spaces, broadens our range of possibilities.

90’s

Modularity
Habitats change with ease thanks to installation versatility.
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Multifunctionality
Comfort, Energy Savings, Control and Communication in a single command.
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Digital technology and sustainability
A home’s soul becomes digital and environment-friendly.
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Domotics

Domotics

Looking ahead, living now.

Going beyond. This is the spirit we’re looking for in our readers, an inclination to go beyond the usual and not
be content with what they know already – a readiness to look ahead and seek out new solutions, new products,
and new standards, to find new ways of living in your home in a new aesthetic, functional, domotic style.
Domotic system users are choosing to live and revision their home environment in ways that everyone
will soon follow.

Domotics
is the science that combines information and electronic technology applications with your home.
The term “Domotic” derives from the French neologism “domotique”, meaning a home that
incorporates information technology.
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Domotics

Domotics, a new way of being at home.

Choosing Domotics means providing your home with something special and unique, an intelligent system
that takes complete care of you. Adopting technology in your living spaces improves your wellbeing,
optimizing energy consumption by reducing costs, and above all, it helps you satisfy basic needs in terms
of comfort, security, control and management.
In recent years, Domotics have progressed enormously in terms of technology, applications and design.
Now is the time to discover all its advantages and use its main applications, with the help of the experience
and technology of an exceptional partner: BTicino.
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My Home Domotics

My Home Domotics

BTicino My Home Domotics, an essential choice.

Choosing My Home Domotics means opting for a modular and flexible system that responds to all your
home’s primary system design needs, using modern, cutting edge technology solutions. Choosing My
Home means equipping your home with an integrated domestic automated system that is useful and
versatile, exquisitely designed, and capable of providing intelligent solutions in terms of comfort, security,
savings and respect for the environment, communication and control. With My Home, you have a great and
reliable helper for both the little and major tasks of daily life.
Moreover, thanks to its modular design, you can have various levels of functionality, while still being able
to modify your system later on, according to your changing needs over time. The My Home system, an
industry leader in Italy and throughout the world, already has been implemented over 100,000 times in
both the residential and service sectors.
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My Home Domotics

Comfort

My Home improves and simplifies the quality of your home life, helping you create an ideal atmosphere at all
times of the day. My Home automates curtains, shutters, doors and windows, and centralizes the operation of
lights. It transmits sound and music throughout the home, setting and controlling the temperature and sprinkler
systems, as well as activating many other automated systems. The main devices controlling these functions are:
Digital control, switching on a single light, group of lights, or all the lights in your house, or
operating curtains, blinds, shutters and windows at will.
Scenery Touch, just one touch gives you the right level of lighting, heat and background sound,
with a choice of a number of preset “settings”, such as, for example: Relaxation, Awakening,
Reading, Watching TV.
Touch Screen, you can operate all your home’s domotic functions via an intuitive and easily
operated touch screen, turning on your lighting and automated systems, controlling the radio or
other sound sources, and calling up your own personalised “sceneries.”
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My Home Domotics

Security

My Home protects and secures your house more effectively when you’re there and when you’re not.
My Home prevents break-ins, protects you from dangers and domestic mishaps such as gas leaks, floods and
power cuts. It activates the appropriate counter-measures when necessary.
The main devices controlling these functions are:
Integrated burglar alarm system, which protects every room and point of entry. In the case of
an alarm it surveys the situation on TV displays via closed circuit television cameras in the
alarm area.
Gas leak detection, and early warning systems, immediately stopping gas flow by automatically
closing off the solenoid valve.
Independent wall-mounted security lights, providing emergency lighting in case of a power cut.
Stop&Go electrical system circuit breakers, automatically resetting circuit breakers triggered by
lightning or voltage overloads on the electricity line.
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My Home Domotics

Eco-friendly and cost efficient

My Home respects the environment, using electrical power and energy resources intelligently. My Home lets you
manage your home’s air-conditioning system, modulating the temperature in distinct separately managed zones.
Electricity consumption is always kept under control.
The main devices controlling these functions are:
Local temperature control sensor, setting the temperature in each zone, raising or lowering
local heating by a few degrees with respect to a centrally preset level, providing an ideal
ambient temperature only where and when needed.
Electricity management control unit for home appliances, keeping the energy consumption of
major appliances under control so as to avoid the inconvenience of a power cut due to exceeding the
contractual limit for power usage.
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My Home Domotics

Communication and control

My Home allows you to manage images, data and music within the home, keeping you closely in touch with
your house even when you’re not there. My Home guarantees a properly functioning two-way video-entryphone,
thus controlling access and providing video surveillance both at close range and at a distance.
The main devices controlling these functions are:
Video station, an evolved video-entryphone solution featuring a wide LCD screen that integrates
and manages all home functions like a domestic multimedia station.
Video display, a modern wall mounted video-entryphone system, smaller in size but with similar
specifications similar to the Video Station.
Video touch screen, a large 15” touch screen managing all your home’s domotic functions
and for creating navigable representations of each living space.
My Home Web, an ingenious services solution that keeps every area of your home under control,
even when you’re away. A simple connection to the internet, makes your computer, palmtop,
or mobile phone an ideal interface for sending commands to your house, for displaying images
and for receiving fault or alarm warnings. Text messages or simple vocal telephone menus allow
you to send commands or activate systems at a distance.
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Applications

My Home BTicino: settings and applications that allow you to see clearly.

Domotics by BTicino can create truly ideal living conditions in your home, for the utmost comfort and wellbeing in each and every room. You are protected and pampered by manageable and intelligent technology that responds to your every need.
Follow us through a few “snapshots” of the daily life of any family, and we’ll explain how and why My
Home makes everything so special.
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Applications

Bedroom: a pleasure to wake up

Getting up well is so important, which is why choosing a My Home Domotics system provides the best
conditions for fully appreciating the start of every day. Everything you need is there ready to assist and ease
you into the day. Just set the Scenery Touch to “Morning” to transform your bedroom from night to day: the
shutters rise and the lighting level adjusts to the first rays of sunlight, while background music comes on
and the heating reaches the right temperature.
In the meantime, the intuitive icon menu on the Video Display lets you change the soundscape, listen to the
news, heat the temperature in the bathroom, or start up the sprinkler system in the garden.
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The shutters open throughout the house, letting in daylight and
automatically switching off the night lighting. In the kitchen, the electric
coffee machine is brewing up an irresistible aroma.
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Applications

Kitchen: all together now.

Cooking, washing up, ironing, starting up the washing machine and dishwasher: these tasks are often carried out
simultaneously to save time, but always with the danger of tripping the fuse and putting a stop to everything.
The Energy Management control unit temporarily disconnects non-priority electrical appliances in the case of
power overload in a house equipped with the My Home system. Simply flicking a key on the Touch Screen
can reactivate disabled appliances that need to be started up immediately. Choose your favourite background
and source music from the intuitive icons.
You can do all of this while keeping a constant watch on possible flooding and gas leaks, whether you’re at
home or away.
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Your dishwasher, washing machine and dryer can operate at full capacity,
with no danger of a power cut due to overload. Meanwhile, closed circuit
television cameras and other security devices closely monitor access to your home.
The ambient temperature is automatically regulated in each room of the house.
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Lounge: the right ambience for every occasion.

With the My Home system, you can enjoy every moment, whether alone or in the company of friends.
The comprehensive Touch Screen control puts a myriad of commands at your fingertips: with soft
lighting, background music, and a perfect temperature, you can then just enjoy the tranquillity of
reading a good book. Friends coming round? The Video Station lets you identify them immediately,
talk with them and open the gate to let them in, providing a unique welcome as they approach along
a guided lighted path.
And just so you don’t lose track of the children playing in their room, simply view the images from
the video camera on the large Video Touch Screen display, the most complete domotic device.
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While the electric oven and other appliances are working in the kitchen,
your guests are relaxing in a warm cosy environment. Outside in the
garden, the automated sprinkler system is ready to start its evening cycle.
The evening is just beginning.

Applications

On the doorstep: leave with peace of mind.

Leave your home and all the things you are most attached to with peace of mind. My Home is there to
protect them. Activating the burglar alarm using the practical electronic key, you protect the whole of
your home, while automatically turning out the lights, closing the shutters and lowering the temperature.
While you’re away, My Home Domotics attentively manages your home just as if you were there.
The sprinkler system goes on in the garden at the right time, fresh air is allowed in by slightly opening the
windows in the loft, and closing them promptly if it starts to rain. Too much wind, and the outdoor awnings
are drawn in immediately. If the circuit breaker is triggered, My Home provides electrical power right away,
after making certain the electrical system is functioning perfectly.
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Leave your house “in good hands,” as if you had an efficient error-proof
butler to take care of things.
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Away from home: peace of mind on holiday.

Close everything and go away with total peace of mind. My Home does this easily and reliably.
A powerful sophisticated burglar alarm will defend your home from intruders and raise the alarm via
telephone, text message and e-mail to designated persons authorized to intervene promptly. Pictures of the
area in which an alarm has been triggered are sent via electronic mail. Lights, shutters, and background
noises are activated and operated to make it look like someone is at home at particular times of day. And
should you be feeling really homesick, you can always connect via internet to use My Home’s Web services
and take a look at images transmitted from your house’s CCTV cameras.
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Leave your home in complete peace of mind for a truly relaxing holiday,
knowing that a ‘virtual’ custodian is taking care of everything. Should it be
necessary, you can even check your safety deposit box remotely while away.
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Applications

My Home system: modular and expandable, to suit your
every need.
The My Home system by BTicino exceeds the traditional concept of an “electrical system”, conceived as a simple system with light fixtures and power sockets. Automation, Temperature control, Sound system, Burglar alarm,
Video control, Distribution of signals for TV, SAT, Telephony, Data, system management at a distance via Internet;
all these functions are gradually becoming a mainstay of the latest generation utility systems in our homes.
My Home Domotics by BTicino have been designed to combine all these useful functions immediately or over time,
according to your own personal financial and planning requirements. The strong point in a My Home Domotics
system is, in fact, its dynamic nature. It is ideal both for small changes, such as moving light switch points, which
don’t require masonry work, or large scale alterations such as the addition of new rooms or change of their use.
My Home Domotics by BTicino is the right choice for both the present and future.
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Your My Home system: suggestions and pointers.

Our journey within the world of Domotics continues with a few recommendations to help you single out
the My Home solutions most suited to your needs. Just read on to find out everything that your new
domotic home can do.

Comfort

Security

Savings

Communication and control

Bedroom
Regulate brightness of light
points as desired

Feel protected by activating
the burglar alarm only in
certain areas of the home

Set the desired temperature
locally according to
your needs

Listen to your favourite
music by selecting the
desired soundscape

An active defence against gas
leaks and flooding

Keep tabs on your appliances’
power consumption,
preventing blackouts due to
power overloads

Power is restored
automatically following the
triggering of a circuit breaker
due to a voltage surge

Manage different
temperature
profiles in each area
of the home

View images of every space
in your home from the
video-entryphone screen

Kitchen

Family room
Simply touch a command key,
to call up a “setting” for just
the right atmosphere in terms
of light, heating and wellbeing

Hallway
Shut off all the lights in the
house with a simple touch
before going out

Enable the burglar alarm,
automatically switch off
everything and set the
temperature at a lower level

Selectively control who
enters your home

Away from home
Protect the house actively,
providing visual warning
signals promptly, in case of
attempted break-ins

Use the timer to start-up
electrical appliances to take
advantage of lower energy
charges

Send commands to your
home via a PC, palmtop or
mobile phone connected to
the Internet
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Applications

Domotic tools: solutions to meet every requirement.

Interacting with a domotic house is easy and intuitive, thanks to the vast range of My Home BTicino devices: a high point of modern
technology ranging from the simple immediacy of digital controls to the great potential provided, in terms of completely recallable domotic
functions on the most sophisticated devices such as the Video Touch Screen.

DIGITAL CONTROLS
My Home controls do not change how you
interact with an electrical system, but rather
considerably broaden the range of possibilities.
Simply by pressing command keys, users can
control a single light switch, a group of lights, or
all the lights in the house. The latest development
of these controls is the Scenery Touch, which
enables you to call up 4 programmed settings.

TOUCH SCREEN
Touch Screen is the ideal tool for managing the
majority of My Home functions via simple
icons. Set up in a central position in the house,
or with one on each floor, Touch Screen enables
the activation of lights and motorized shutters,
calling up preconfigured settings, viewing and
managing temperature settings, and much,
much more.

VIDEO DISPLAY
Video display is the new concept in living videointercom functions, which makes the most of the
possibilities of multimedia. In addition to
allowing users to view and communicate with
guests and strangers at the front door, it is an
ideal tool for calling up a variety of domotic
functions, using icons that are as simple and
intuitive as those on the Touch Screen.

VIDEO STATION
Video Station is an advanced video-entryphone
and multimedia device that is designed to frame
images on a wide high-resolution colour LCD
screen. As a domestic multimedia station, it
integrates and brings together all domotic
functions, allowing users to interact with their
system via the same icons used by all other My
Home devices.

Local control and at a distance.

Yet another great advantage of My Home is that it provides all the necessary tools for the perfect and complete control of your home,
whether locally or at a distance, using modern devices such as a personal computer, palmtop or mobile telephone, which can all interface
with each other as appropriate. My Home is designed for the world of digital technology and as such allows users to easily communicate
with other digital devices, for viewing images, videos or other supports from external sources.

VIDEO TOUCH SCREEN
With its 15” touch screen control, Video Touch Screen is the
most developed solution for managing all your home’s domotic
functions, locally and from a single point. Users navigate
through customized screen menus featuring maps or photos of
all spaces in the home, while functions are enabled via the
same icons as used for other My Home devices.

MY HOME WEB
The My Home Web service enables users to remain constantly in touch with their home, even when they’re away. A telephone call or
simple internet connection is all that’s needed to connect to the My Home Portal, to easily check whether the lights have been left on, to
lower the shutters, turn on the heating or air-conditioner, or view images transmitted from the CCTV cameras, and thus keep everything
under control. Obviously, My Home Web informs home owners (and as many others as have been authorized) immediately about an
attempted break-in or dangerous situation, via telephone call, text message or e-mail (with any images attached).
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Product lines

Axolute, Light, Light Tech, Living, the value of elegance and
technology.
For over 50 years, BTicino has been an industry leader worldwide in using innovative technology and
design for its range of products. A history of quality and ongoing research, culminating today in the cutting
edge solutions of the My Home product line, a Domotics system that isn’t just applied technology, but also
freedom of aesthetic expression, harmonizing the elements of your electrical system with the design of
your home furnishings. With its Axolute, Living, Light and Light Tech product lines, BTicino provides four
aesthetically different lines, with four different solutions for “dressing” your My Home Domotics, each of
which has its very own marked personality, but is unified by a common denominator: the value of elegance
and technology.
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Axolute

Superior value in technology, refinement and design.
The most innovative digital technology, in line with the latest design trends. For those who want to push the boundaries of luxury. With its Axolute line, BTicino combines
harmony, elegance and luxury. Displays that are works of art, featuring command keys that light up like gems, and intelligent functions that are a true stroke of artistic genius.
With the Axolute line, living is the art of living your home.

Assertive, straight lines, forming rectangles heralding a pure and essential design, for those who favour a rational look and pure materials.

Scenery Touch and digital controls
Glass Kristall

Touch screen
Glass Kristall

Video Station
Glass Kristall

Elliptical, supple lines, for those who instead prefer a dreamy look, even by day, favouring substance and elaborate shadings of brilliant colours.
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Scenery Touch and Burglar alarm cutout
Anthracite Axolute

Touch screen
Anthracite Axolute

Video display
Anthracite Axolute

Light Tech

Modern styling and materials of the greatest excellence.
A rigorous and trendy design harmonising technology and aesthetics. Conceived to harmonize with the most advanced and innovative furnishings in which metal
is widely used. A perfect option for someone with something to say and who knows exactly how to say it.

Elegance, Technology and Rigour are terms that merge materials and plates featuring metallic finishing, for a luminous and modern looking aesthetic effect.

Dimmer control
Tech

Gas detector
Tech

Colour CCTV camera
Tech
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Thermo - control unit
Tech

Scenery Touch and sound controls
Tech

Touch screen
Tech

Light

The beauty and elegance of discretion.
A softer, more uniform and refined design concept, for those who wish to complete their home furnishings with a personal, sophisticated touch, choosing from colours
that are intense and delicate at one and the same time. Pastel colours, a unique paintwork finish, fascinating transparencies and intriguing colorations all make up the
multiform essence of Light. For those who prefer a subtle elegance to garish statements.

Pliable, ductile materials that are supple to the touch and visually malleable, creating plays of light in a bright and sunny ambience.

Digital control
White Light

Burglar alarm shut-off
White Light

Intrusion detector
White Light
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Scenery Touch and digital controls
White Light

Touch screen
White Light

Polyx Video display
White Light

Living

The strength of classic, bold style.
A clear uncompromising aesthetic, revolutionary on its inception, it has become extraordinarily successful over time and is now a universally appreciated standard.
Special paint finishes, stark simplicity, luminous polarities, uniform or contrasting colour schemes, natural or rugged graphite finishes; all this goes to create Living, a
standout in any home furnishing.

The elegance of tone-on-tone coordinates creates a vigorous association, a classic and sophisticated style and intense colours to refine your home furnishing.

Burglar alarm cutout
Clear titanium

Thermo - control unit
Clear titanium

Digital controls
Clear titanium
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Sound and general controls
Clear titanium

Scenery Touch and Dimmer control
Clear titanium

Touch screen
Clear titanium
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Contacts

How to contact us.

MEXICO

BTICINO DE MEXICO S.A. DE C.V.
Carretera 57 Q.ro, S.L.P. Km 22,7
Santa Rosa Jaurequi
76220 Queretaro
Phone: +52 442 238 04 00
Fax: +52 442 238 04 83
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E-mail: solucionesmx@bticino.com
www.bticino.com.mx

www.bticino.com

Showroom

Contacts

How to contact us.

BRAZIL

Legrand Brésil - Rua Verbo Divino, 1207 - Bloco A (Térreo ou 1° andar) - Chacara Santo Antonio CEP 04719.002 SAO PAULO S.P. - Phone: +55 11 56 44 24 00 - Fax: +55 11 56 44 24 68

CHILI

BTICINO CHILE LTDA - Av. Vicuna Mackenna 1292 - Santiago - Phone: +56 2 55 051 00 Fax: +56 2 55 67 44 2 - E-mail: comercialbt.chile@bticino.com - www.bticino.cl

COLUMBIA

LEGRAND COLOMBIA S.A. - Calle 65 A N° 93-91 - Bogotà D.C. - Phone: +571 437 6720 Fax: +571 224 4636 - E-mail: bticino@andinet.com - www.bticino.com

COSTA RICA

BTICINO COSTA RICA S.A. - Barreal de Heredia - PO.BOX. 6563 - 1000 San Jose Phone: +506 29 85 60 0 - Fax: +506 29 30 10 5 - E-mail: ventas.cr@bticino.com - www.bticino.com

MEXICO

BTICINO DE MEXICO S.A. DE C.V. - Carretera 57 Q.ro, S.L.P. Km 22,7 - Santa Rosa Jaurequi 76220 Queretaro Phone: +52 442 238 04 00 - Fax: +52 442 238 04 83 - E-mail: solucionesmx@bticino.com - www.bticino.com.mx

PERU

BTICINO DEL PERU S.A. - Pasaje 160 - Urbanizacion Santa Anita - Santa Anita, Lima 43 - Phone: +51 1 36 23 80 0 Fax: +51 1 47 82 90 0 - E-mail: bticino.peru@bticino.com - www.bticino.com

VENEZUELA

BTICINO DE VENEZUELA C.A. - Edf. BTicino, Calle Roma - Urb. Industrial Santa Cruz - Sector Los Naranjos 1220 Guarenas, Edo Miranda - Phone: + 58 2 12 36 13 33 3 - Fax: +58 21 23 62 25 25 E-mail: ventas.venezuela@bticino.com - www.bticino.com.ve
www.bticino.com

Showroom
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